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Abstract

We assume that players that participate in a coopemtive game with tmns-
fernble utilities are part of a permission structure which is a hierarchical or-
ganization in which there are players that necd permission from other players
before they can cooperate. 'Ihus a permission structure limits the possibilities of
coalition formation. Various assumptions can be made about how a permission
structure affects the cooperation possibilities. In this paper we consider the dis-
junctive approar.h in which it is assumed that each player needs permission from
at least one of his predecessors before he can act. We provide an axiomatic char-
acterization of the disjunctive per-mission value which is the Shapley value of a
modified game in which we take account of the limited cooperation posaibilities.

1 Introduction

A situation iu which a finite set of players N can generate certain payoffs by cooperation

can be described by a cooperntive game with trnnsferable utilities (or aimply a TU-

game), being a pair (N,v) where v:2N ~ R is a charncteristic function such that

v(0) - 0. Sincc in this paper we take the player set N to be fixed we represent a

'I'[J-game by its characteristic function. We denote the collection of all TU-games on

N by gN.

[n a'I'U-game the players only differ with respect to their contributions to the

payoffs that coalitions can obtain by cooperation. Besides that the players are assumed

to be socially identical. Recently, models have been developed in which there are social

asymmetrics between players in a 1'U-game. In, e.g, Aumann and llrèze (1974), Owen

(1977), and Winter (1989), it is assumed that the players are part of a coalition structure

which is a partition of the players into disjoint sets. These sets can be seen as social

groups such that for a particular player it is easier to cooperate with players in his own

group than to cooperate with players in other groups.

Another example of models in which the players are socially different can be

found in, e.g., Myerson (1977), Kalai, Postlewaite, and R.oberts (1978), Owen (1986),

Borm, Owen, and Tijs (1992), and van den Nouweland (1993). In these models an

undirected graph describes limited communication possibilities between the players.

The edges of such a graph represent binary communication Gnks. Whether players can
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cooperate or not then depends on their position in the communication graph.

'I'his paper is based on the models as developed in Gilles, Owen, and van den

Brink (1992), van den Brink and Gilles (1991), and Gilles and Owen (1992). A related

model can be found in Faigle and Kern (1993). In these models it is assumed that play-

ers tliat participate in a TU-game are part of a hierarchical organization in whiclr there

are players Lhat need permission from other players before they are allowed to cooper-

ate within a coalition. Thus the possibilities of coalition formation are determined by

the positiorrs of the players in this so-called permissíon structure. Various assumptions

can be made about how a permission structure affects the cooperation possibilities in

a TU-game. In this paper we take the disjunctive approach as considered in Gilles and

Owen (1992). In this approach it is assumed that a player needs permission from at

least one of his predecessors before he can act.

An allocation rule for games with a permission structure is a function that as-

signs to every game with a permission structure a distribution of the payoffs that can

be obtained by cooperation. The main result of this paper is an axiomatic chazacteri-

zation of a particular allocation rule that is based on the disjunctive approach, namely

the disjunctive per~rnission value. The crucial axiom in this axiomatization is fairness

which states that deletirrg a permission relation between two players has the same effect

on the payoffs of both players. This axiom is closely related to fairness as stated in

Myerson (1977) for games with limited communication possibilitiesr.

In Cilles, Owen, and van den Brink (1992) an alternative approach to games

with a permission structure is considered, namely the conjunetive approach. In this

approach it is assumed that each player needs permission from all his predecessors in

the permission structure before he can act. In van den Brink and Gilles (1991) an

axiomatization of the conjunctive permission value is given. This is an allocation rule

that is based on this conjunctive approach. This value does not satisfy fairness.

In section 'l we brieIly discuss the disjunctive and conjunctive approach to games with a

permission structure. Given a game with a permission structure corresponding modified

~ For these games fairneas meana that deleting a communication relation between two playera hae

the same cffect on both their payoNs.
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games are derived in which we take account of the limited possibilities of coalition

formation based on the disjunctive and conjunctive approaches. The disjunctive and

conjunct.ive pc~rmission valucs are then defineci as the Shapley values (Shapley (1953))

of thc~ rurrc~spundint; nrudilii~d t;anres.

In section 3 we first show an important difíerence between Lhe disjunctivc and

conjunctive approaches. In the disjunctive approach deleting a relation in a permission

structure results in less possibilities of cooperation, while deleting a relation leads to

more cooperation possibilities in the conjunctive approach. We then show that the

disjunctive permission value satisfies fairness, i.e., the deletion of a relation between

two players changes their disjunctive permission value by the same amount. This is

not the case for the conjunctive permission value.

Finally, in section 4 we give an axiomatization of the disjunctive permission

value for games with a permission structure that uses fairness.

2 Games with a permission structure

We assume that players who participate in a TU-game are part of a hierarchica] or-

ganization in which there are players that need permission from certain other players

be(ore they can act. l~or a finite set of players N such a hierarchical organization is

rc~pres~~nted hy a mappin}; ,S: N -~ `LN which is called a pcrmission struclsre on N. 'f'hc

players in S(i) are called the successors of player i E N in the permission structure S.

The playcrs in S-'(i) :- {j E N ~ i E S(j)} are called the predecessors of i in S. By

.S we denote the transitive closure of the permission structure S, i.e., j E S(i) if and

only if there exists a seyuence of players ( hr, ..., hc) such that hr - i, hk~~ E S(hk) for

all 1 C k G t- 1 and hc - j. The players in S(i) are called the subordinates of i in S,

and the players in S-r(i) :- {j E N ~ i E S(j)} are called the superiors of i in S.

In this paper we restrict our attention to a apecial class of permission structures

that are also considered in Gilles and Owen ( 1992).

Definition 2.1 A perm.ission structure S on N is hierarchical if the following two

conditions are satisfred
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(i) 5 is acyelic, i.e., for every i E N át holds that i~ S(i);

(ii) S i.s quasi-strongly connected, i.e., there exists an i E N such that S(i) -

N ` {i}.

We denote the collection of all hierarchical permission structures on N by Sy. These

hicrarchical permission structures are important for economic applications as discussed

in van den Brink and Gilles (1994). In that paper it is also shown that in a hierar-

chical permission structure there exists a uníque player io such that S(io) - N`{io}.

Moreover, for this player it holds that S-r (io) - g. We call this player the topman in

the permission structure.

A t.riple (N,v,,S) with v E ~N and S E Sy is called a game voith a hierarchícal

permássion structure. As in Gilles and Owen ( 1992) we assume that each player needs

permission from at least one of his predecessors before he ca.n cooperate or give per-

mission to his own successors. Consequently, a coalition can cooperate only if evety

player in the coalition, except the topman io, has a predecessor who also belongs to

the coalition. (Note that this implies that the unique topman topman io belongs to

the coalition.) Thus, the formable coalitions are the ones in the set

for every i E E there is a sequence of players (hl, ..., ht)
~s :- E C N such that h1 - io, hktr E S(hk) for all 1 c k G t- 1, (1)

and ht - i

The coalitions in ~s are called the disjunetive autonomous coalitions in S.

Definition 2.2 7'lae disjunctive sovereign part of E C N án S E Sy is the coalítion

given by

o(E) - U{F E cYs ~ F C E}.

The disjunctive sovereign part of E C N is the largest formable subset of E. It consists

oí those players in E tlrat can be reached by a`permission path' starting at the topman

such that all players on this path belong to coalition E. Using this concept we ca,n

transform the game v E GN into a modified game in which we take account of the

limited possibilities of cooperation as determined by the permission structure S.
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Definition 2.3 l,et v E~N and S E Sy. The disjunctive restriction of v on S is

tlae ganer Ds(v) E CJN given by

Ds(v)(E) :- v(a(E)) for all E C N.

An allocalion nalc Cor games with a permission structure is a function that assigns to

every game with a perrnission structure (N, v, S) a distribution of the payoffs that can

be, obtained by cooperation according to v taking into account the limited cooperation

possibilities determined by S. In this paper we discuss the disjunctive permission value

t(~: GN x St~ -~ 1Ei,N which is given by

t~i(v, S) :- Sh(Ds(v)) for all v E 9N and S E Sy,

where Sh: ~N --t IIi denotes the Shapley value, i.e,

Sh;(v)-~~~É),foralliENandvE~N, (2)
L3i

with dividends given by 0„(E) :- ~pcE(-1)~E-~FV(F) for all E C N (see Harsanyi

(1959)).

An alternative allocation rule is the conjunetive permission value which is based on the

conjunclive approach as developed in Gilles, Owen, and van den Brink (1992). In this

approacli it is assumed that each player needs permission from all his superiors in the

permission structure before he can cooperate or give permission to his successors. This

implies that a coalition E is formable only if for every player i E E it holds that all

superiors of i are part of the coalition. The set of formable coalitions in this approach

thus is given by

~s :- {E C N I for every i E E it holds that S-r(i) C E} . (3)

The coalitions in the set ~s are called the conjunetive autonomous coalitions in S.
Similarly as in the disjunctive approach the largest autonomous subset of E, a'`(E) -
U{F E~s ~~'' C E}, is refered to as the conjunctive sovereign part of E in S. It
consists of all players in E whose superiors are all part of E. Given a game with a
permission structure (N, v, S) the conjunetíve restriction of v on S is the game RS(v)
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Figure I: Permission structure S of Example 2.4

given by Rs(v)(E) :- v(a`(E)) for all E C N. The conjunctive permission value for

games with a hierarchical permission structure ep:C~N x Sy ~ IIiN then is given by

ip(v,.S) - S'h(Rs(v)) [or all v E GN and S E Sy.

Example 2.4 I.et v E GN and S E Sy on N -{1,2,3,4} be given by

v(E)- ( 1 ifE34
Sl 0 else

and

S(1) -{2,3}, S(2) - S(3) -{4}, S(4) - 0.

The disjunctive and conjunctive restrictions of v on S, respectively, are given by

Ds(v)(E) -~
1 if E E {{1,2,4}, {1,3,4}, {1,2,3,4}}

- 0 else

and

Rs(v)(E) - I 1

l0
if E - {1,2,3,4}
clse

The disjunctive and conjunctive permission values then are given by ~i(v, S) - ( i~~ is ~ tz~ iz)
and yo(v, S) - ( ~ ~ ~ t )4~4~4~4 '



3 A fairness axiom

In this section we discuss a particular axiom that plays an important role in the ax-
iomatization of the disjunctive permission value that is presented in the next section.
This axiom states that if we delete a permission relation between two players, say h
and j E S(h), then their disjunctive permission values decrease (or increase) by the

same amount. Moreover, if player i dominates player h`completely' in the sense that
all permission paths from the unique topman io io playen c ~ontain player i, then also

player i's disjunctive permission value changes by that same amount. Given a permis-

sion structure S E SH and two players h, j E N such that j E S(h) we define the
permission structure S-tn,~) by

S-(h'i)(a) - r S(i) `{j} if i- h
Sl S(i) else.

Note that in order for S-th,~) to be a hierarchical permission structure it must hold
that ~S-~(j) ? 2. (If this is not the case then S-~n~)(j) - 0, and thus j ~ S-Iti,~)(io).)

Before analyzing how the deletion of the relation between two players affect their
disjunctive permission values we state a proposition which points out an important

difference between the conjunctive and disjunctive approaches to games with a per-

mission structure. If we delete a relation in a hierarchical permission structure (such

that the permission structure stays hierarchical) then this leads to less autonomous

coalitions in the disjunctive approach, while it leads to more autonomous coalitions in

the conjunctive approach.

Proposition 3.1 For every S E Sy and h, j E N such that j E S(h) and ~S-I(j) 1 2

it holds that ~s-t~,,~ C~s and ~s-ch.~) ~~s.

PROOF

Let S E Sy and h, j E N be such that j E S(h) and ~S-'(j) ~ 2.

(i) Suppose that E E~s-~h~~. Since S-Vh,j)(i) C S(i) for all i E N it follows with

( I) that E E rYs.
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(ii) Supposc that Is E~s. Sincc S-~h~1(á) C S-'(i) it follows with (3) that

.S-t~y,i~(z) C.S-'(i) C E Cor all i E F.'. Thus E E~s-~,,,~~.

Next we present a lemma wt~ich states that a disjunctive autonomous coalition E that
does noL contain player h and his successor j E S(h) is still disjunctive autonomous

after the deleticn of thc relation between h and j.

Lemma 3.2 For r,ven~ S E SN and h, j E N such that j E.S(h) and ~.S-'(j) 1 2 it
hotds lhal

E E~s and E 75 {h, j} implies that E E~Ls-~,, ~~.

PROOF

Let S E Sy and h, j E N be such that j E S(h) and ~S-'(j) ~ 2.

Further, let E E~Ys and E~S {h, j}.

If F, ~J j then it follows with ( 1), E E~s and the fact that S-~hi1(i) - S-'(i) for all
i E N`{j} that E E~Ys-~,,,~~.
If E 3 j then by assumption E~ h. Since E E~Ys it holds that ( S-1(j) `{h}) f1 E~ 0.
But then S-~h~1(j) fl E~ 0. Since S-~h~1(i) - S-1(i) for all i E E` {j} it then follows
with (1) that E E ~s-~,,,~-

Now we are able to state the main result of this section which says that deleting the
relat.ion betwc.r,n two players h and j E S(h) changes the disjunctive permission values

oí players h and j by the same amount. Moreover, also the disjunctive permission values

of all playe,rs i that `completely' dominate player h in the sense that all permission paths

frorn the topman io to playen c ~ontain player i, change by this same amount.

Theorem 3.3 For every v E ~N, S E SH and h, j E N such that j E S(h) and

~.S-' ( j) 1 2 it holds that

z~i;(v, S) - z~i;(v,.S-th,~t) - z~i~(v, S) - ~ii(v, S-th,~l) for all i E{h} U S-~(h),
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whr~r S-~(le) :- {i E S-~(h) ~ E E~s and E ~ h implies that E~ i}.

PROON~
We first prove that the theorem holds for all weighted unanimity games with a hierar-
chical permission structure.
Let wq~ - cTUT, where uT is the unanimity game~ of coalition T C N, and cT E R

is some constant. Further, let S E Sy and h, j E N be such that j E S(h) and

~.5-'(7) ? 2.
From the definition of the Shapley value ( equation ( 2)), and the fact that DaS~wTl(E) -

0 for all E E 2N `~s ( this follows from a more general result that is stated in Derks

and Peeters ( 1993)) it follows with Proposition 3.1 that for every i E N it holds that

~G,(w'r,s) - ~
~DS~~)(E) - ~ `~DS~E(E)I } ~ `~DS~E(E)~F:Ers BEVg-~h.l) EE ~S`~S-ihJ)

E3~ E3i E3~

Next we establish the following facts:

(i) If E ~S {h, j} then clearly F~ {h, j} for all F C E. But this implies that

the disjunctive sovereign part of F in permission structure S is the same

as the disjunctive sovereign part of F in permission structure S-~h;l. Thus

Ds(wT)(F) - Ds-~,,~)(wT)(F) for all F C E. For the dividends it then holds

that ~Dstw,.l(E) - Das-ch,,)lw,.l(E) for all E~i {h, j}.

(ii) Lemma 3.2 is equivalent to saying that

E E~s ` ~s-~h,,) implies that E~{h, j}.

Thus it follows with this lemma that

[" ` Oys(wr)(E) ODs(wr)(E)
sEig`~-(h~]) ~ ~E ~ - EEVS`~-(h.!)

~ ~E
E3h E3)

ZThe unanimity game uT, T C N, aseígns the value 1 to all coalitione E] T, and 0 to all other

coalitions.
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Frorn this we can derive that

~h(tOT,s) - ~j(w"I', s) - ~
~~Ds~wT)(E)~ - [1 ~~Ds~wT)(E)~

F;EVS-(h.J) ~~
F:EV,S.L-(hJ) ri-~:

E3h E3i

~ ~~DS~wT)(E)~ - [~ ~~DS~wJ T)(E)~

EEVg-~h.)) ~E
EEVgL-(h.))

YtE
E3h, E~j E~h, E3i

~ ~~DS-ih.l)~wT)(E)~ - ~

EEVg-íhJ) ~E EEVg-~h.J)
E3h, E~~ E~h, E3i

~~DS-~h.J)~wT)(E)~

~E

~ ~~DS-(h.J)(wT)(E)1 - ~ ~ODS-(h~.J(.)(wT)(E)~

EE95-íh~)) ~E J EEVg-íh.J)
Yf'E

E3h E3i

- ~h(wT,`S-íh,i)1 - ~i(wT, S-( h,i)) l4)

Further, we can derive the following facts:

(iii) By definition of ~Ys it holds that E E~s and E 3 h imply that E~ S-~(h).

(iv) If E~! h then E E~s if and only if E E iYs-~,,,~).

(v) From fact ( i) on page 9 it follows that ODS(wT)(E) - ODS ~h~)(wT)(E) for all
E ~ h.

From this it follows that for every i E S 1(h) it holds that

( ) - ~
~~D3(wT)(E)~ [~ ~~Ds(wT)(E)~

~i(wT, `S) - ~j wT, S ~ L
EEVS ~E EEVg ~E

E3i,E~h E3i,E3h

- [~ ~~DS~wT)(E)~

EELVS ~E
E3i
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- C~ ~~DS-( ,)(wT)(E)~ } ~ ~ODS(„T)(E)~

h:Ei,~L-(h,l)

~1J"i(r'

F.EV~. Y~`i(J~i

E3i, ls~h h 83h

ODs(wT)(E)- E~S ~ E 1 .

E3i J

Together with facts ( i) and (ii) stated on page 9 we then can derive that for every
i E S-)(h) it holds that

S- (~DS-(h,l)(wT)(E)~ S- ~~Ds-(h,l)(wT)(E)~
~i(wT, s) - T~j(wT, 5 ) - ~ 1` ~E f ~ ~E

EEV (h ) EEV
(h,l)

E3i, E~h E3h

-
~

~ ~DS-.(h~J) (wT) (E) ~

~E
EE95-(ha)

E3i

- T~i(wT, `S-(h,j)) - ~j(wT, `S-(h.7))'

With (4) we can conclude that

~t(wT, S) -~i(wT,S-(h,j)) -~j(wT,S) -~j(wT,S-(h,i)) for all i E {h} U S-1(h).

Thus we have shown that the theorem holds for all weighted unanimity games with a
hierarchical permission structure.
For arbitrary games v E GN with a hierarchical permission structure S E Sy it holds
that

Ds(v)(E) - v(a(E)) -~ 0„(T)wT(o(E)) -~ 0„(T)Ds(wT)(E) for all E C N.
TCN TCN

Similarly Ds-(h,l)(v)(E) -~TCN 0„(T)Ds-(h,,)(wT)(E) for all E C N.

The theorem then follows directly from additivity of the Shapley value.

~
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Figure 2: Permission structure S' of Example 3.4

An allocation rule that satisfies the condition stated in Theorem 3.3 is said to be fair.

This concept of fairness is closely related to the fairness concept that is introduced

in Myerson (1977) for games in which the possibilites of cooperation are restricted

because of limited communication possibilities between the players. As the following

example shows the conjunctive permission value is not fair.

Example 3.4 Considet the game with hierarchical permission structure of Example

2.4. Let S' be the permission structure that is obtained by deleting the relation between

players 3 and 4.

Then

DS(E,)-RS(E)- r 1 ifE~{1,2,4}
Sl 0 else

and thus ~(v, S') -~(T1, S') - ( 3~ 3' 0' 3)'

Comparing this with the values for (N, v, S) in Example 2.4 yields

, 1 1 5 1 ,
~3(v, S) - ~s(v, S ) - 12 - ~ - 12 - 12 - 3 - ~a(v, S) - ~a(v, S )

and

~s(v, 5) - ~3(v, S') - 1 - 0 - t ~ - ~ - 1 - ~ - ~Pn(v, S) - ~pa(v, S').
4 4 12 4 3

Note that the conjunctive permission values of players 3 and 4 change in opposite

directions.
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4 An axiomatization of the disjunctive permission

value

In this scY:tion wc present six axioms on an allocation rule f:~N x Sr~ ~ RN thaL

uniyuely determinc Lhe disjunctive perruission value for games with a hierarchical per-

mission structure. Five of these axioms are also satisfied by the conjunctive permission

value3. The sixth axiom is fairness.

The first two axioms are direct generalizations of efj`'iciency and additivity of the

Shaplcy value.

Axiom 4.1 (Efl'iciency) For every v E GN and S E Sy it holds that

~ f;(v, s) - v(N).
iEN

Axiom 4.2 (Additivity) For every v, w E C~N and S E Sy it hofds that

f(„ t,~, s) - I(r~, S) t f(w, s),

where (v ~- w) E~N is defined by (v -~ w)(E) :- v(E) ~- w(E) for al! E C N.

[f the players are not part of a permission structure then the zero player axiom of the

Shapley value states that if player i E N is a zero player, i.e., v(E) - v(E `{i}) for

all h,' C N, then i gets a payoff equal to zero. However, if the players are part of a

permission structure then, although player i is a zero player in game v, it might be that

there are non-zero players that need his permission. In that case it seems reasonable

that player i gets a non-zero payoff. However, if all subordinates of the zero player i

arc also zcro players then again it seems reasonable that player i gets a zero payoff.

Such a player i is called inessentiat in (N, v, S).

Axiom 4.3 (Inessential player property) For every v E ~N, S E SH, and i E N

such that every player j E S(i) U{i} is a zero player in v, it holds that f,(v, S) - 0.

sThe firat four axioms are already stated in van den Brink and Gillee (1991). The fifth axiom is a
weaker version of the corresponding axiom in that paper.
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The ne,xt two axiotns are stated for the class of monotone 1'U-games" on N which is
denoted by GNy. If player i is necessary for any coalition to obtain any positive payoff
in a monotone garne then i can always guarantee that the other players earn nothing
by rcfusing any coopcration. In that case it seems reasonable that the necessary player
i gets at least as much as any other player.

Axiom 4.4 (Necessazy player property) For every v E ~Ny, S E Sy, and i E N
such lhat v(G) - t7 for every [~ C N~{i} it holds that

f;(v, S) ~ f~(v, S) for all j E N.

As shown in van den Brink and Gilles (1991) the conjunctive permission value sat-
isfies srrn~~turnt neonotonicit,y which states that a player in a monotone game with a
pernrissiou structure gets at least as much as any oí his subordinates. 'hhe disjunctive
permission value does not satisfy this axiom. The next axiom is a weaker version of
structural monotonicity. It says that if player i dominates player j`completely' in the
sense that all permission paths from the topman io to j in the permission structure
contain player i, then i gets at least as much as j if the game is monotone.

Axiom 4.5 (Weak structural monotonicity) For every v E ~M, S E Sy and i E
N it holds that

f,(v, S) ~ f~(v, S) for all j E S(i),

where

S(i) -{j E N ~ i E S-1(j)} -{j E S(i) ~ E E ~s and E~ j implies that E~ i}.

As said, the final axiom is fairness as discussed in the previous section.

Axiom 4.8 (Fairness) For every v E ~N, S E Sy, and h, j E N such that j E S(h)
and ~S-1(j) ~ 2 it holds that

f,(v, s) - f,(v, s-ch.n) - f~(v, s) - f~(v, s-ch.~l) for atr t E{h} u s '(h).
4A TU-game v is monotone if for all E C F C N it holda that v(E) G u(F).
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Thcs~~ six axiorns uniqu~ly del,ermine the dis,junctive permission value for games with

a hi~,rarc'hical pcnuission st.rurturc licfom proving this rc-sult. wc pnwi~nl. t.hc following
I~~mma.

Lemma 4.7 Lel S E SI! and wT - c~.uT where uT is the unanimily game of 7' C N,

and r~, ~ 0 7S somc non-racgative constant.

(i) If f:G" XSy --~ R" satisfies the inessentíal player property then f;(wT,S) - 0

Jnr nll i E N`rx('1') whr.rc rx(T) :- 7' U.S-r(T).

(ii) If f:~" x sy -a lt" satisfies the necessary player property and weak structural

monotonicíty then there exists a constant c 1 0 such that f;(wT, S) - c for all

i E p(T) where Q(T) :- {i E cx(T) ~ T fl ({i} U S(i)) ~ 0}.

PeooF

I,et .S E Sl~ and 7oT - cTUT wlth cT 1 0.

(~) If i E N`a(T) then i~ T and S(i) fl T -~, and thus i is inessential in

(N,vo.~., S). 'Phe inessential player property then directly implies that

f,(toT, S) - 0.

(ii) If i E T then i is a necessary player in the monotone game wT. From the
necessary player property it then follows that there exists a constant c~ 0
such that

f,(wT,S) - c for all i E T

f;(wT, S) C c for all i E N`T

If i E Q(7') ` T then S(i) fl T~ ~. Weak structural monotonicity then implies
that also f,(wT, S) - c.

a
Next we state the main result of this paper.

Theorem 4.8 An allocation rule f:G" X Sy ~ R" is equal to the disjunctive per-

mission value ~i if and only if it satisfies ef~zcáency, additávity, the inessential player

pmperty, the necessary player prnperty, weak structural monotonicity, and fairness.



1 fi

PROOF

In the previous section we already showed that ~ satisfies fairness.

l~;(iicie,ncy of r,~~ directly follows irom efficiency of the Shapley value and the fact that

a( N)- N for c~vrry .S E S~~ .

AddiLivily of u:~ directly follows from additivity of the Shapley value and the Cact that

DS(v)fDs(w)-DS(v~w)forallv,wEGNandSESH.

l~'or every v E yN and S E SN it holds that an inessentiai player in (N,v,S} is a zeru

playcr in "Ps.(v). 'I'he zcro player property of the Shapley value then iruplies that ~i

sal,is(ics 1,he inessential player property.

in Gilles and Owen (1992) it is shown that for every v E GNy and S E Sy it holds that

D,S(v) E G,~. As is known Lhe Shapley value can be written as

.Sh;(v) -~ p(E) .(v(F,) - v(E `{i})), for all i E N, (5)
F'3i

whe~rc p(!;) :-
1~N-~cEl~I~eF~-'l~

Let i E N be a necessary player in v. Then i is a(~Nl~

necessary player in the monotone game Ds(v). From this we can derive that

(i) Ds(v)(E) - Ds(v)(E ~ {i}) - DS(v)(E) ~ DS(v)(E) - DS(v)(E ~ {j}) for all
jENandECN;

(ii) DS(v)(E) - DS(v)(E `{i}) ~ 0 for all j E N and E~ i;

(iii) DS(v)(E) - DS(v)(E `{j}) - 0 for all j E N and E~l i.

With (5) it then follows that

~,;(v,S) - Sh;(DS(v))

- ~ p(E) . (DS(v)(E) - DS(v)(E ~ {i})) f ~ p(E) . (DS(v)(E) - DS(v)(E ~ {i}))
E3. E3.

F, 3i E3~i

? ~ p(E) ~ ( DS(v)(E) - DS(v)(E ~ {j})) f ~ p(E) - (DS(v)(E) - DS(v)(E ~ {j}))
E3. Ei.

F. 3) E3)

- Sh~(DS(v)) -~~(v, S) for every j E N.
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'1'hus v~ satisfies the neccssary player property.

Let v E~,y , S E Sf~, and i E N. From monotonicity of Ds(v) it then follows that

(~) Ds(v)(F.) - Ds(v)(E `{i}) ~ Ds(v)(E) - Ds(v)(E ` {j}) since o(E `{i}) C
o( L~; `{ j}) for all E C N;

(ii) Ds(v)(E) - Ds(v)(E `{i}) ~ 0 for all E~ i;

(iii) Ds.(v)(I;) - Ds(v)(l; `{j}) - 0 for all G~f i and j E S(i).

With this and (5) it then can be shown that r(~ satisfies weak structural monotonicity

in a similar way as is shown that ~ji satisfies the necessary player property.

We thus conclude that t[i satisfies the six axioms.

Now suppose that f:QN x Sy --~ RN satisfies the six axioms.

Consider the hierarchical permission structure S E Sy and the monotone game wT -

CT1lT where uT is the unanimity game of T C N, and cT ~ 0 is some non-negative

constant.

Note that for every hierarchical permission structure S E Sy it holds that ~;E~, ~S(i) ~
~N-1.
If ~;EN ~.S(i) -~N - 1 then ~S-'(i) - 1 for all i E N`{io}, and thus S(i) - S(i)

for all i E N. In that case T fl ({i} U S(i)) ~ ~ for all i E a(T). Thus ,Q(T) - a(T),

where o(T) and ~3(T) are as defined in Lemma 4.7. With that lemma it then follows

that there exists a constant c. ~ 0 such that

c if i E rY(T)

f,(w7iS) - 0 else.

EfTiciency then implies that c- ~~, and thus f(wT, S) - z[i(wT, S).

Proceeding by induction we assume that f(wT, S') - a(~(wT, S') for all S' E Sy such
that ~iEN ~S~(t) C ~iEN Yts(t)-

Next we recursively define the sets Lk, k E{0} U N, by



ls

Go :- 0,

and
( k-1

7,k:-5áEN`UL,c
l c-r

k-1 l
S(i)C ULc},forallkEN.

c-r 111

In van den Brink and Gilles (1994) it is shown that for hierarchical permíssion structures

there exists an M C oo such that the sets Lr, ..., L,y form a partition of N consisting

of non-cinpty set,s only.

Let c~ 0 be such that f;(wT,S) - c' for all i E Q(T). (The existence of such a
constant c' follows from Lemma 4.7.)

Next we describe a procedure which determines the values f;(wT, S) as functions of the

consf.ant c' [or all i E N.

STEP 1 For every i E LI one of the following two conditions is satisfied:

(i) If i E N ` cr('!') thcn f,(wT, S) - 0 by Le,mma 4.7.

(ii) If i E a(T) then i E T since S(i) - 0. Thus f;(wT, S) - c'.

Let k - 2.

STE,P 2 If Lk - 0 then STOP.

Else, for every i E Lk one of the following three conditions is satisfied:

(i) IC i E N`n(T) then f,(w~., S) - 0 by Lemma 4.7.

(ii) If i E,0(T) then f;(wT,S) - c'.

(iii) If i E ~(T) `Q(T) then by definition of ~(T) and (3(T) there exists an
h E {i} U S(á) and a j E S(h) such that ~S-1(j) ~ 2. Fairness then
implies that

ftlwT, S) - f1lwT, S-(h,i)) - fi(wT, S) - fi(wT~ S-(h,i))~

Using the induction hypothesis we can write

f~(wTi S) -.Í'.7(wTi S) }~i(wTi S-~h~))) -~J(wTi s-~hJ))' (6)



Since j E.S(i) implies that j E Lr with 1 G k we already determined
j~(wT,.S) as a function of c', and thus with (6) we have determined

J;(wT, S) as a function of c'.

S~reP 3 Let k- k~ 1. GOTO STF.P 2.

Since there exists an M G oo such that the sets Ll, ..., L~y form a partition of N
consisting of non-empty sets only the procedure described above determines tlre values

J;(io-I~,.S) as a function of c' for all i E N. Efíiciency then uniquely determines the

value c'. Since the disjunctive permission value satisfies the axioms it then must hold

that f (wT, S) - ~(wT, S).

Abovc we showed that J is equal to r(~ for all non-negative weighted unanimity games

with a hierarchical perrnission structure. Suppose that wT - cTUT with eT G 0, and
let v~ E GN denote the null game, i.e., vo(E) - 0 for all E C N. From the inessential

playcr property it follows that f,(vo,S) - 0 for all i E N and S E Sy. Since -wT is a

non-negative weighted unanimity game and DS(wT) f DS(-wT) - DS(vo) for all T C N
it. follows from additivity of f and of the Shapley value that f(wT, S) --f(-wT, S) -

-rG(-wT,S) - -Sh(Ds(-wT)) - -Sh(-Ds(wT)) - Sh(Ds(urr)) - rG(wT,S) for all

S E SH. Since every game v E GN can be expressed as a weighted sum of unanimity

garnes it then follows with additivity that f(v, S) - z,i(v, S) for all v E GN and S E Sy.

~

We conclude this paper by illustrating the independence of the axioms in Theorem 4.8.

Example 4.9 We illustrate the independence of the axioms in Thcxirem 4.8 by pre-

senting six alternative allocation rules.

I. 'Phe conjunctive permission value cp: G"' x Sy -~ )li,N which is discussed at the
end of section 2 and is axiomatized in van den Brink and Gilles ( 1991) satisfies

all axioms of Theorem 4.8 except fairness.

`L. Let the allocation rule J~:C'jN X Sy -~ )fiN be given by



f'(v,S) - Sh(v) for all v E ~N and S E SH.

'I'his allocation rule satisfies all axioms of 1'heorem 4.8 except weak structural

monotonicity.

3. Let thc allocation rule f2:('jN x SH -~ II~.N be given by

~ ~ v(N) if S-'(i) - 0
f,?(v, S) 0 else

foreveryiE N, vE ~N, and SESy.

'['his allocation rule satisfies all axioms of Theorem 4.8 except Lhe necessary player

property.

4. Lct the allocation rule f 3: GN x Sy ~ h~N be given by

f3(v,S) - ~N) for all i E N, v E CjN, and S E Sp.

This allocation rule satisfies all axioms of Theorem 4.8 except the inessential

player property.

5. Lct J 1 if E fl T~ 0
.9~r E~N bc given bY 9T(E) - ll

Nuw IcL thc allocation rulc f':GN X SH --~ RN bc given by

f4(v S) f2(v, s) if v - sT, ~T 1 2

- ~i(v, S) else

for every v E ráN and S E SH.

This allocation rule satisfies all axioms of Theorem 4.8 except additivity.

6. Let the allocation rule fS:QN X SN{ -~ )fiN be given by

fs(v,S)-0 foralliEN, vE~NandSESH.

0 olsc.
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I'hi, all~~ral i~~n rulr tial isli~~. a.ll :~xi~mi. ~d 'I'hc~ur~~ni :I.N rx~ ~~pt ~~Iliri~~n~ y.

`I~hus, all six axioms am neccwsary in order to wiiyuely deterrnine the disjuuctive per-

mission value for games with a hierarchical permission structure.
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